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Abstract. This paper is a study of two-descent to find an upper bound for

the rank of the Mordell-Weil group A (F) of an elliptic curve A defined over

a field F of characteristic two. It includes local and global duality theorems

which are the analogs of known results for descent by an isogeny whose

degree is relatively prime to the characteristic of the field of definition.

Introduction. Let A be an elliptic curve defined over a field F of

characteristic two, and assume that A is not supersingular. Multiplication by

two on A, which we denote by 2A, is the product of dual isogenies: the

Frobenius m and a separable isogeny i/>. When F is a global field, let M(1) and

Af(2) denote the first and second Selmer groups obtained, respectively, from a

knowledge of the cokernels of \p and of 2A at each completion of F. The point

of this paper is to prove the existence of an alternating bilinear form putting

Mm/M(2) in perfect self-duality.

Our approach is similar to that of Cassels [1] for three-descent in

characteristic zero. We begin by constructing exact sequences to study the

cokernels of m and of ^. Such exact sequences are known to occur from the

point of view of flat cohomology, though we describe the groups and maps

involved more concretely. We then show that when F is a local field the

cokernels of m and of \p are orthogonal complements under the Artin-Schreier

pairing. -This agrees with a general duality theorem for /?-isogenies in

characteristic p obtained by Milne [3] using a suitable cohomological

interpretation.

After proving the global duality for M(1)/Af(2) we give examples of elliptic

curves defined over k(t), where k = Z/2Z, for which

(i) M(1) is arbitrarily large or

(ii) M(2) is strictly smaller than A/(1) and can be computed by using our

bilinear form.

Much of this paper is based on the author's Ph.D. dissertation, done at

Harvard University under the direction of John Täte. I am grateful to
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Professor Täte for the suggestions and encouragement which he provided at

every step of the way.

1. Algebraic preliminaries. The results of this section are valid over any field

F of characteristic two. Our goal is to arrive at the exact commutative

diagrams

(1)

F/$(F)

(2)

Bin-

A(F)

2JL^ B{F)   lB-(ß>aB)   , ^lpt2  x F/m

5(7)-

proj

_». F*/p*2

with notation to be further explained below.

If the elliptic curve A is given by a plane cubic model of the form

y2 + axxy + a3y = x3 + a2x2 + a4x + a6

then A is not supersingular (i.e., there exists a point of order two defined over

the algebraic closure of F) precisely when ax ¥= 0. Translating variables and

renaming coefficients, we assume from now on that we have a model of the
form

(3) A:y2 + axxy = x3 + a2x2 + a6

with discriminant A = axa6, which we assume is not zero, and absolute
invariant/ = axa¿~x.

By the usual tangent-chord methods for addition [7, p. 181], we see that

(0, Va~6 ) is the unique point of order two on A and that 2A(s,t) = (x.y) with

X = s/ax + t/s = t2/axs2 + a2/ax + ajaxs2,

(4) x = X2 + axX + a2 = s2/a\ + a6/s2,

y = Xx + axaj s2.

The Frobenius isogeny m maps the curve A with model (3) to the curve

(5) B:y2 + a\xy = x3 + a\x2 + a\

by 7r(x,y) = (x2,y2). Let \p: B^>A  be the dual isogeny [7, p.  185] of
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Frobenius, so that uV ° m = 2A and m ° \p = 2B. If Q = (S,T) is a point on 5,

the formulas for (xy) = ty(Q) are therefore obtained by letting S — s2 and

T = t2 in (4).

The sequences in the next proposition are known to be exact from a

cohomological viewpoint. Exactness and the definitions of the

homomorphisms involved can also be checked laboriously from our formulas

for \p and m and the rules for addition on A [7, p. 181]. We illustrate this sort

of calculation later on in Proposition 1.4.

Proposition 1.1. (a) Let $(/) = /2 + /. The map a: A(F) -» F/$(F) given
by

a(xy) = coset{(x + a2)/a2) = coset{a6/a2x2}

is a homomorphism and theSollowing sequence is exact:

0^{0B,(0,a6)}^B(F) ^A(F) ?>F/$(F).

(h)Let F* denote the multiplicative group ofF. The map ß: B(F)-> F*/F*2

given by

Icoset{x}   if x =7^=0,
coset{a6}   ifx = 0,

is a homomorphism and the following sequence is exact:

O^A(F) ^B(F) ^F*/F*2.

We now describe a group H which we shall use to study the cokernel of

multiplication by 2 on A (F). Let E be the F-algebra of elements of the form

/ + gr, where / and g are in F and the relation r2 = a6 holds. We define a

formal differentiation on E by D (f + gr) = g and we identify the kernel of

D with F. Note that then E2 is contained in F. Let H be defined by the exact

sequence E* A F* X a6F2 -»#-»0 where 9(C) = (£2,$(r£-lDQ2). The

following lemma, which can be checked directly, shows that the second

coordinate of 9 does in fact lie in a6F2.

Lemma 1.2. Suppose that f is in F*. Then $(/) is in a6F2 // and only //

/ = (r£ - xDÇ)2Sor some £ in E*.

Using this lemma it is easy to see that another description of the relations

in //"is

(6) 9(E*) = {(a'Sg2, $(S))\S,g e F* and $(/) E a6F2 }.

We denote by ((a,b)) the element in H which is the coset of the element (a,b)
in F* X a6F2.

Notation. If a is a homomorphism with domain G, let „G be its kernel.
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Proposition 1.3. (a) We have the exact sequence

0^2A(F) ^*B(F) ?>F*/F*2-^H^F/$(F)^F/($(F) + a6F2)^>0

where z'(coset{a}) = ((a,0)) andj((a,b)) = coset{6}.

(b) If a6 is a square in F then H^F*/F*2 X F/$(F) by ((a,b))^>

(coset{a), coset{A1/2}).

(c) Suppose that m E a6F2 is a representative for j(h). Then A = ((l,m)) with

I E F* determined up to multiplication by an element of{l,a6)F*2.

Proof. Using the description of the relations in 77 given by (6), the exact

sequence in part (a) is easy to check, and implies part (b) when a6 is a square

in F. Part (c) results from the fact that if /(A) = coset( m), with m in a6F2,

then A + ((l,m)) is in Kery = Im ». Hence

A = ((l,m)) + «(/) = ((/»).

/ is determined as claimed because Ker z = {l,a6)F*2/F*2.

Proposition 1.4. Let P = (x,y) be a point on A and define

UP) =
((x, a6/a2x2))        ifx * 0,

((axa¡/2,a2/a2))    ifx = 0.

77zezz the following diagram commutes

(7)

B(F)

ß

f*/f*2.

1> -*A(F)-

1A

-►77

A(F)

F/$(F)

A(F)^A(F)y-^H.

and the following sequence is exact

(8) 0^4(7-H

Proof. First we check that yA is a homomorphism. Suppose that Px + P2

+ P3 = 0 on A, so that the points PX,P2,P3 also lie on a line L with equation,

say, y = Xx + v. Assume that x(P¡) = x, ^ 0. Solving the equations for L

and A simultaneously, we find that x,x2x3 = a6 + v2 and x,x2 + x,x3 +

x2x3 = axv. Now from the definition of yA we find that

y a {Px) + yA{P2) + -ÏA (P3 ) = ((«6 + " W7 (*6 + "2)2))-

This coset is trivial in 77, as desired, because its representative is9(v + r). We

leave the exceptional cases to the reader.
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The commutativity of diagram (7) can be checked by direct calculation. To

prove exactness of (8) note that if yA(P) = 0, then by (7), a(P) = 0 so

P = ¡p(Q) for some point Q in B(F) by Proposition 1.1(a). Then i ° ß(Q) =

yA-UQ) = yA(P)'-o.But

KcTi = ß^B(F)) = ß{0B,(0,a6)}.

Correcting Q by (0,a6) if necessary, we can assume that ß(Q) = 1. Hence

Q = m(R) for some R in A (F), and P = \¡> ° m(R) - 2R. The rest is clear.

From Proposition 1.1(a) and Proposition 1.4 we get exactness of the rows

of diagram (1). To obtain diagram (2) we observe that the constant term of

the model (5) for the curve B is in F2. Hence the analog of exact sequence (8)

is

B(F) ^B(F) y-^F*/F*2 X F/$(F)

with yB(x,y) represented by

Ux,a6/a2xx),    x^O,
yB{x,y)=\ 2

[(a6,a2/af),     x - 0.

Let aB be the analog for the curve B of the map a in Proposition 1.1(a).

ThenyB = (ß,as)and

(9) aB°m = a.

Notation. We write Ma, Mß, MyA, Myg for the images of the

homomorphisms a,ß,yA,yB respectively. If G is a finite group, we let [G] be

its order.

Proposition 1.5. If the abelian group A(F) has finite rank r then 2r+l —

[MJMB].

Proof. Since \p ° v = 2A, we have the exact sequence

0-+2A (F) -> ^B (F) -> Coker m --> Coker 2A -+ Coker \p -+ 0.

The result follows from Proposition 1.1 and the Euler characteristic of this

exact sequence, upon noting that [Coker 2A] = 2r[2A(F)].

Proposition 1.6. Let P = (x, y) be a point in A(F), and let Q = (s,t) be in

B (F). Let $>(tj) = (x + a^/a2. Then s and a6 are normsSrom F[r¡].

Proof. We can assume that tj is not in F and that s is not zero. The norm

of an element of F[r¡] has the form

N(a + tm) = a2 + ab + ¿2$(tj)   with a,b E F.

Using (3) and (5) one checks that

sN[(axy + s) + (a2x)rj] = Ají? + a2s + a6) + (o2í)tj].
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Hence j is a norm, by multiplicativity of the map N. Moreover a6 is a norm

by the equation (3).

2. Local duality. Throughout this section F is a local field of characteristic

two, with finite residue field k and additive valuation v. We denote by [ , )

the Artin-Schreier symbol [4, p. 221] which gives a perfect pairing:

[ , ): F/$(F) X F*/F*2^>Z/2Z.

We use a model for the curve A of the form (3) with v(a¡) > 0. Note that this

model may not be minimal. The main result is

Theorem 2.1. The finite group Ma C F/$(F) and the compact group Mß Q

F*/F*2 are orthogonal complements under the Artin-Schreier pairing.

Proof. In the next two propositions, we show that the quotient of F*/F*2

by Mp is a finite group with [Ma] > [(F*/F*2): MB\. Let M¿- denote' the

exact orthogonal complement of Mß. Since the symbol [a,b) is zero when b is

a norm from F[$~x(a)], Proposition 1.6 implies that Ma is contained in Mß

and the reverse inequality [Ma] < [Mß-] = [(F*/F*2): Mß] must also hold.

Hence Ma = Mß-.

Before stating the next two propositions, we recall that An = {(xy) E

A(F)\v(x) < -2n) u {0^}, for n > 1, is a subgroup of finite index in A(F).

There is a formal group addition [7, p. 183] on the maximal ideal m of F such

that4, ^ m" by (x,y) -» z = xy~x. Let U„ = {u E F\v(u) = 0 and v(u - 1)

>n).

Proposition 2.2. The quotient ofF*/F*2 by Mß is a finite group of order

[{F*/F*2):Mß] =2[kfai)[A(F):Ax] +[B(F): Bx].

Mß contains U2v,a )F*2/F*2 with index

[Mß: UMF*2/F*2] =[B(F):BX] +[A(F):Ax].

Proof. The exactness of the following commutative diagram is clear,

except possibly for the image of ß in the top row.

0 -*Al —n—^Bl —£— U2v(ai)F*yF**-► 0

0 -► A(F)-JL^ B(F)-2-y Mß-> 0

But the points (x,y) E Bx correspond exactly to all z = xy~x in m. From the

equation for B, we get
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( X \2      y2 + <*& + °lxl + al       (.^       X ^       1  Y\     2 *
x  —    =-;-=l + a2 —\- a6 —    + ai— .

\y J y2 \      2 y     6 y )     ' y

Now zz = 1 + a2x/y + ajy is a unit in F and

ß(xy) = x = 1 + a2zz-2z   (modulo F*2).

This proves the surjectivity of ß in the top row.

All the vertical arrows in the diagram are injective. The proposition follows

from the exact sequence of their cokernels upon noting that [F*/ U2t),a )F*2]

- 2[kf <«■>.

Proposition 2.3. [Ma] > [(F*/F*2): Mß].

Proof. Let i: Bx -» B(F) be the natural injection and define $ = \p ° i:

BX-*A (F). It follows from the exact sequence

0 -» Ker \p -» Ker ¡p -> Coker z -» Coker tp -> Coker ̂  -* 0

that [B(F): Bx][Ma] = 2[A(F)/j(Bx)]. But if P = (S,T) is a point in Bx, then

we see from the formula for the x-coordinate of ^(P) obtained by letting

S = s2 in (4) that f(P) is in Av(aù+X.

Hence

[A(F)/Î(BX)] >[A(F):Av{ai)+x] =[A(F): Ax}{kfù

and this implies the desired inequality on [Ma].

Remark. In practice, one determines the index [A(F): Ax] as follows. If

Ama is a minimal model for A with discriminant Amin, then there is an

isomorphism/: A^^F)-> A(F) of the form (xjO-»(«2x + r, u3^ + su2x +

t). Let n = v(u), so that 12« = o(A) - u(Amin). Then / clearly induces an

isomorphism Amin(F)/A^nx^A(F)/Ax. Let A0 denote the subgroup of

Amn(F) consisting of points whose reduction is nonsingular and let A0 be the

reduced curve. Then

[^(f):^]=[r»(F):C][J0(i:)][^"

and [A^F): A^n] can be calculated by an algorithm ofTate [6]. A similar

analysis applies to [B(F): Bx]. Moreover, [A£in(k)] = [B^n(k)] because A

and B are isogenous.

Proposition 2.4. If A has good reduction and the reduced curve A is not

supersingular (i.e., ifv(A) = v(ax) = 0 on a minimal model for A) then

Ma = (k + $(F))/$(F) andMß = UF*2/F*2.

Proof. Using the above remark and Proposition 2.2 we find that [Mß:

UF*2/F*2] = 1. The result for Ma follows by duality.

Proposition 2.5. Suppose that A has multiplicative reduction.
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(i) IS v(àA) is even and A has irrational tangent lines at its node, then

Ma = (k + $(F))/$(F) andMß = UF*2/F*2.
(ii) Otherwise Ma = {0} and Mß = F*/F*2.

Proof. By Proposition 2.2 and the remark after it we find that

L   ß '      J      (2   case(u).

When this index is 2, Mß is of course F*/F*2. Ma is determined by duality.

Proposition 2.6. Suppose that the coeSficients in the model (3) Sor A are

v-integral, andv(ax) = v(a6) = 0. IS((l,m)) is in the image ofyA andv(m) = 0

then I is in UF*2.

Proof. By assumption, there exists a point P in A(F) such that yA(P) =

((l,m)). Let K = F[$~ x(m)]. Either K = F or else, because v(m) = 0, K is an

unramified quadratic extension of F. Without ambiguity, we may denote the

valuation of K also by v. Now a(P) =j° yA(P) = coset{w} in F/$(F).

Hence a(P) becomes trivial in K/$(K) and there is a point Q in B(K) such

that vHÔ) = P by Proposition 1.1(a).
Let EK be the algebra E ® K and let HK be the analog of the group H but

defined over K. In HK we have

((/,«)) - yA(P) = yA o tKß) = i • ß(Q) = ((*.<>))

where ß(Q) = cosetfx) in K*/K*2 and x has even valuation in K by

Proposition 2.4. Using the description (6) of the relations in HK we get

/ = xa\flb2, m = a2 + a, with a,b E K*. But if v(m) = 0, then v(a) = 0 in

the second equation, so v(l) is even, as desired.

3. Global duality. We now assume that F is a function field of transcen-

dence degree one with finite constant field k of characteristic 2. We denote

the completion of F at a prime v by Fc and the corresponding residue field by

k0. By the Mordell-Weil theorem, the rank r of A(F) is finite. Hence
2r+x - [MJMß] by Proposition 1.5.

To obtain information about Ma and Mß we study the corresponding local

groups Maü = a(A(FD)) and M$ - ß(B(Fv)) at each prime v. We define the

//>.# Selmer group for a to be

M<°= {a E F/$(F)|u E Ma° for alio}.

We let

A/«)= {((a,6)) E ff|((a,ô)) E M» for alio},

and we define the second Selmer group for a to be M„(2) = /(A/¿) Ç F/$(F).

It is clear from diagram (1) that Ma C M„(2) Q M¿X).
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Similarly, the first Selmer group for ß is defined to be Mßm = {a E

F*/F*2\a E M$ for all ©}. We let

My\ = {(a,b) E F*/F*2 x F/$(F)\(a,b) E A/° for all v}

and we define the second Selmer group for ß to be

Mß2)=proj(Ml) ÇF*/F*2.

By diagram (2) we have Mß C Mßm Q Mßm. In this section we prove

Theorem 3.1. There is an alternating bilinear form on Ma(1) (respectively,

Mpw) which puts M^/M™ (respectively, M^/MJP) in perfect self-duality.

Definition of the Bilinear Form on Afa(I). For each coset m in A/0(I) we

choose elements l0 in 7£ as follows:

Step 1. The lemma below shows that m can be represented by an element

of a6F2. Say m = coset{a6/2}.

Step 2. By definition of Ma(1) we can find points Pv in A (F0) such that

a(Pv) = m.

Step 3. By Proposition 1.3(c) we can find /„ in Ff such that yA(P0) =

((<>6/2))-    '

Lemma 3.2. Every coset m in M„(1) has a representative in a6F2.

Proof. We may as well assume that m ¥= 0 and a6 E F2, the other cases

being trivial. Applying ß to the point (0,a6) on B (F), we find that coset{a6} is

in Mß for all v. Since m is in M£ for all v, we have [m,a6)0 = 0 by Theorem

2.1. Hence a6 is a norm everywhere locally from F0[$~x(m)]. It follows from

the Hasse principle that a6 is a norm globally from the quadratic extension

F[$~\m)]. Let m0 represent the coset m. We may therefore write a6 = e2 +

ef + f2m0 for some ej in F. But / ^ 0 since a6 E T*"2. Hence m = coset{m0)

= coset{zz6/-2} as desired.

Proposition 3.3. Associate to m E A/„(,) the elements lv E F¿ determined by

Steps 1,2, 3 above. Define

Ua:M(ax)X A7^UZ/2Z

by Ua(m',m) = 2[m',/„)c. Then Ua is a well-defined alternating bilinear form.

Proof. By Proposition 1.3(c), the element lc in Step 3 is determined up to

multiplication by {l,a6}7^*2. But this is harmless because {l,a6}7£2 is

orthogonal to any m! in M°.

Suppose in Step 2 we choose another point P^ such that a(P¿) = a(PD) =

z«. By Proposition 1.1(a) we may write Pc' = Pv + xp(Qo) for some Qv E

B(FV). But
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= ((U6/2)) + /°/3(ß0)

- ((4/*(aK/2))-

Thus the choice of P¿ in Step 2 leads to the choice of /„' = lvß(Qv) in Step 3.

But [m',Q0 = [m',lv)v by orthogonality of M% and Mß. This proves inde-

pendence of the choice in Step 2.

Suppose in Step 1 we choose a different representative in a6F2 for the coset

m. Say a6S2 = a6g2 (modulo 4>(F)). By Lemma 1.2 we may write a6/2 +

a6g2 — ®(ri~XDÇ)2 with £ in E*. Using a6S2 in Step 1 and doing Steps 2 and

3 we arrive at yA(Pc) = ((¡v,o6S2))- If we change this representative for yA(P0)

by 0(£) we get yA(Pv) = ((l0£2,a6g2)). Thus the choice of a6g2 in Step 1 leads

to the choice of /0' = /„£2 in Step 3. Now

2 ^4£2)c=2hvjc+2[^2)0
V V V

and the last summation is zero by reciprocity as m' and £2 are global elements

of F. This proves independence of the choice in Step 1.

We now show that all but finitely many terms in the summation defining

Ua are zero. Let S be the finite set of primes v for which any of the following

holds:
(i) v(a¡) < 0 for some coefficient a¡ in the model (3),

(ii)o(A)^0,
(iii) v(a6S2) ¥* 0 for a6/2 chosen in Step 1.

For primes v E S, the element lv of Step 3 is in UVF¿2 by Proposition 2.6 and

the element m' is in (kv + $(Fv))/<b(Fv) by Proposition 2.4. Thus

(10) |y>4)o=0   for ü ES.

Finally, we show that Ua is alternating; that is, Ua(m,m) = 0. We may

assume that m = coset{a6/2} is not zero. Translating by an element of

2A(F0) if necessary, we may assume that, in Step 2, Pv = (xovv„) with xv ¥= 0.

Write yA (P0) = ((lv,a6S2)) in Step 3. Using the definition of yA in Proposition

1.4 we have

((Ue/2)) - yA{Pv) - ((WÎ4

It follows from the description (6) of the relations in H that there exists an

element gv in /Jf such that

4 = xvge   (modulo {1 ,a6} I*2)

and a6S2 = a6/a2x2 + g2 + gv. The latter equation implies that

.        -i2

gv(a\XJ)      = gv + & 1 +
«l*«/

1 + *iV aJ2
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which gives g0(axxj)  ' explicitly as a norm from the quadratic extension

Wta/2)] = Fv[$-X(m)]. Hence [m,gD(axXof)-x)c = 0. Now

Ua(m,m) = 2 [m,lv)v= 2 [m,^&)0= 2 [«,«i/)0- 0
o c c

by reciprocity.

Proposition 3.4. Let m be an element of Mßm. For each prime v, choose Pv

in B(FV) such that ß(Pv) = m. Let lv = aB(Pv) and define

Uß:Mßx)X Mßx)->Z/2Z

by Uß(m,mr) = 2[/„,7zz')ü. Then Uß is a well-defined alternating bilinear form.

Proof. The argument showing independence of the choice of Pv is

analogous to the argument in the previous proof showing independence of the

choice in Step 2. We omit it.

Let S be the finite set of primes for which the curve B has bad reduction or

supersingular reduction. If v E S then by Proposition 2.4 the image of aB is

(kc + $(FJ)/$(F0) and M} is UVF¿2. Hence [z>% = 0 for all v E S.

To show that Uß(m,m) = 0, choose points P0 = (xc,yv) such that ß(Pv) =

m and (translating by an element of 25 (Fv) if necessary) x0 j=- 0. Now

m = ß(P0) = coset{x„} in 7?/7?2 and /„ = aB(Pv) = coset{(x0 + a2)/a\)

in FJ$(FV). Hence

Uß(m,m) = 2 [lD,m)v= 2 [xJaAltm)+ 2 [af/flf.m) .

The last sum is zero by reciprocity and the next to last sum is zero by the fact

that m = xja\ (mod F*2).

Lemma 3.5. (a) Let m E a6F2 represent an element of Ma(1). Let S be a finite

set of primes containing those v for which v(m) =£ 0 or v(a¡) =£ 0 for some

coefficient a¡ in the model (3). Then m represents an element of A/a(2) if and only

if there exists I in F* such that

(11) {(l,m)) E Ml   forvES and I E UCF^2  for v E S.

(b) Let m represent an element of Mß(X). Let S be a finite set of primes

containing those for which A has bad reduction or supersingular reduction. Then

m represents an element ofMjP if and only if there exists I in F such that

(m,l) E MfB  forvES and I E kv + 3>(F„)   for v E S.

Proof. Suppose that m represents a class in Afa(2). Then there is an element

h in H and points Pc in A (Fv) for each prime v such that A = yA (Pv) and

j(h) = coset{w}. By Proposition 1.3(c) we may write A = ((l,m)) with / in F*

determined up to multiplication by {l,a6)F*2. Then the element / is in UCF¿2

for v E S by Proposition 2.6, and the conditions (11) hold.
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Conversely, assuming that conditions (11) hold, we must show that ((l,m))

E Afy" also for the primes v not in S in order to prove that m represents an

element of A/a(2). Since coset{m} is an element of Ma(1), we can find points £?„

in A(FV) such that a(Qv) = coset{/w}. Then yA(Qv) = ((lv,ni)) for some

choice of /„ by Proposition 1.3(c). It follows from Proposition 2.6 and the

conditions (11) that /„"'/ E U0F¿2 for v E S. By Proposition 2.4, we may find

R, E B(FV) such that ß(R0) « coset{/0-1/} for v E S. Letting Pv = QB +

^(RJ we get ((l,m)) = yA(Pc) for v E S as desired.

The proof for part (b) is analogous.

Some preliminary work is now necessary to show that M(2) is the precise

orthogonal complement of M(1) under the (/-pairing. Let S be a nonempty

finite set of primes containing representatives for generators of the divisor

class group of F as well as those primes v for which v(a¡) ¥= 0 for some

coefficient a, in the model (3). We need the following notation:

La - {/ E F/$(F)\l E (*„ + <i>(Fv))/<!>(Fc) for v E S},

Lß = {lE F*/F*2\l E U^Ff/F? for o E S},

Z„ = UCBSFV/$(FC), Zß = IIoe5/?/¿?2,

Ya = {</,/, .. . > E Za\l E L„}, ̂  = {</,/,. .. > E Zß\l E Lß).

Lemma 3.6. (a) The diagonal map La -» Za is an injection with image Ya.

(b) The diagonal map Lß -» Zß is an injection with image Yß.

Proof, (a) If / is in the kernel of the diagonal map, then F[$~x(l)] is an

unramified extension of F which is split completely over S. By class field

theory, F[$~x(l)] = F so that the diagonal map is injective.

(b) Injectivity follows from the fact that if an element of a global field F of

characteristic /? is a /?th power at one completion, then it is a /?th power

globally. One can see this by noting that L — {/ E F\S E Fp) is a subfield

of F which contains Fp. But [F: Fp]=p; hence, Fp = L.

Lemma 3.7. In the perSect pairing of ZaX Zß-> Z/2Z given by the sum of

local Artin-Schreier symbols, Ya and Yß are orthogonal complements. [ Yß] is

finite and equals [Za/ Ya].

Proof. Let J denote the idele group of F. We have the subgroups

js = n ¿? x n uD and /s = n {i} x n uv.
»es vés ceS vëS

Let F denote the image of F* on the diagonal of /. Then the following

sequence is exact:

(12) 0^JsJ2F/F^>JsJ2F/F->Zß/Yß^>0.

But 5 contains representatives for generators of the divisor class group of F,
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so 7,5F = J and (12) implies that there is an isomorphism

(13) J/JsJ2F^Zß/Yß.

Now consider the pairing of Kummer theory and class field theory:

(14) F/$(F)Xj/J2F^Z/2Z   by (/,<*„» ̂ 2 [M,),,
V

The group La Ç F/$(F) corresponds to the maximal extension of F of type

(2,2,... ) unramified outside S. Hence the orthogonal complement of La in

the pairing (14) is JSJ2¥/J2F. If we identify La with Ya via Lemma 3.6(a)

and J/JSJ2F with Zß/Yß via (13) we obtain a perfect pairing Ya X Zß/Yß

-* Z/2Z given by the sum of local Artin-Schreier symbols, i.e., compatible

with the pairing of ZaX Zß-> Z/2Z in the statement of the lemma. Hence

Ya and Yß are complementary under that pairing.

Note that if / is in Lß, then / can be represented modulo squares by an

element of the finitely generated group {/s = {/E7r*|ü(/) = 0forüES'}.

Hence Yß * Lß is a finite group, and [ Yß] = [ZJ Ya] by duality.

Proposition 3.8. Let Wa be the group of characters wm: Za -» Z/2Z of the

form wm((av}) = 2oE5[úíc,»j)0 with m E Mjp. Let üß be the group of charac-

ters wm: Zp-+Z/2Z of the form am((bc)>) = 2oeS[m,bv)D with m E M„(I>.

Then

fi   Kerwm = Xa + Ya   and      f|   Ker<om = XßYß.
«.elf, umeQß

Proof. Xa is in the kernel of each wm E Wa by Theorem 2.1. Ya is

annihilated by each wm E Wa because, if </,/,... > E Ya, then

M<U • • • » = 2 [/,*).- 2 [hm)v+ 2 [hm\.
(JËÎ véS a"D

The sum over t> E S is zero by local duality and Proposition 2.4. The sum

over all v is zero by reciprocity. Similar reasoning applies to Xß, Yß and fy,

so that

Xa + Ya C D Ker wm   and   XßYß Q DKer am.

We now use a counting argument. Wa is a subgroup of characters on the

finite group Zj(Xa + Ya). Hence

05)        [Wa] <[ZJ(Xa+Ya)]-[Za/Ya][Xan Ya][Xa]-\

Similarly

(16) [0,] <[Zß/XßYß] =[Zß/Xß][Xß n Yß][Yß]-\

[Zß/Xß] = [Xa] by Theorem 2.1 and [Za/Ya] - [Yß] by Lemma 3.7. It is
clear that the diagonal maps of Lemma 3.6 give isomorphisms A/a(,) ̂ Xa n
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Ya and Mjf* ̂ >Xßn Yß. (In particular, this implies that the first Selmer

groups are finite.) Multiplying (15) and (16) we get

(17) [W.][Qp] <[M2>][M$>].

But [M¿X)] = [Slß] because the map Ma(l) -» fi^ by m -> um is an isomorphism

by the arguments in Lemma 3.6(a). Similarly [M^X)] = [Wa]. Hence we must

have equality in (17) and therefore in (15) and (16). This implies the desired

result.

We will now show that if Ua(m',m) = 0 for all m' in A/a(I) then m is in A/0(2).

Making the choices in Steps 1,2,3 we get yA(Pv) = ((lv,ni)). Hence

(18) Ua (m',m) = 2 iy,4)c= 0   for all m' E M(ax\
alio

Let S be a finite nonempty set of primes including representatives for

generators of the divisor class group of F as well as those primes v for which

v(a¡) ¥= 0 in the model (3) or v(a6S2) ¥= 0 for aj2 chosen in Step 1. Form the

vector </c> E Zß from the /0's chosen in Step 3. For any com. E tiß we have

M<4» = 2 [*',4)0- 2 [y,4)0+ 2 [*',/„),,
ees1 t>¿S ■M«'

The sum over v E S is zero by (10) and the sum over all o is zero by (18). By

Proposition 3.8, </„> is in XßYß. For each v in S, we can therefore write

4 = ß (QvV> with Qv in B (Fv) and / in Lß. Then

Tito + HQv)) = ((/„,«)) + / ° ß(Qv) = ((/.w))

for v in S. Hence / meets the conditions (11) and m is in A/a(2) by Lemma 3.5.

Conversely, if m E a6F2 represents a class in M„(2) then by definition we

can choose a global element / in F* and points Pc in A(F0) such that

yA (Pc) - ((A w)) f°r allü- Hence Ua(m', m) = '2v[m', l\ = 0 by reciprocity.

This proves the self-duality of Afa(1)/Ma(2) stated in Theorem 3.1. The proof

of self-duality for Mjp/Mjp is analogous so we omit it.

4. Examples. Throughout this section F = k(t) with k = Z/2Z.

Example I. Let A be the curve y2 + t2nxy = x3 + t with discriminant
A = /,2n+1.Then[Ma(1)] = 2".

Proof. The bad primes are / and s = t~l. The algorithm [6] shows that A

has multiplicative reduction at s. By Proposition 2.5, Ai* = {0} and Msß =

Ff/Ff2. From the point (0,a6) on the model (5) for B we see that coset{/}

occurs globally in MB. By Proposition 2.4 and the definition of M^, the

elements of Mßm can be represented by units outside s and r. Hence we have

Mß = M^ = {l,t)F*2/F*2.

Since coset{/} is in particular an element of Mß, the elements of Mj must
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be orthogonal to t in the pairing of Theorem 2.1. Thus they can be represen-

ted by polynomials in t~x. Such polynomials are automatically in $(FS) and

in kc + <S>(FD) for v =£ s,t. Hence these polynomials survive everywhere

locally to give elements of Af„(1). Conversely, any representative m for an

element of A/a(1) can be corrected by one of the polynomials, say m,, of the

form described above to get m + m, in $(FV) for v = s,t and in kD + $(FV)

for v ¥= s,t. It follows by class field theory that m + m, is in $(F). Hence

[A/„(1)] = [A/a]. But \M'a] = [(F?/F*2): M'ß] = 2" by Propositions 2.2 and 2.3

and the remark after them.

Example II. Taking n = 2 in the previous example, we obtain a curve A for

which a second descent using the pairing Ua is needed to determine Ma.

Proof. As above, we have [Afa'] = 4. One checks that locally in A(Ft) there

exist points P with x-coordinates x(P) given below.

x(P) representative for a(p)

(1 + t + z8)-' t'1 + r5

r2(i + t5 + f + txo)-x r3

As explained in Example I we find that Ma(I) is generated by the cosets of

r1 + r5 and of r3. By (10) we get

ua(r7 + r5,/"3)=[r7 + rV,),+ [r7 + r*jL)f

the other Artin-Schreier symbols in the definition of Ua being zero. But

/~7 + r_5isin $(FS), so pairs trivially with any ls. Hence it remains to

determine /, by the procedures of §3 and compute [z*-7 + t~s,l¡),.

Step 1. The element t~3 is already in a6F2.

Step 2. Let P, be the point above with a(P,) — coset{f~3}.

Step 3. From the definition of yA in Proposition 1.4 we have

yAÍp,) = (('_20 + t5 + t7 + txo)~\ r3 + t1 + tlx + i17)).

Changing the above representative by the relations in (6) so that the second

coordinate is t~3 we get yA(Pt) = ((l„t~3)) with

l, = l + t4 + t5 + t9+...       (modulo {l,a6}F*2).

It follows that Ua(r7 + r5,r3) = [z-7,*-5,/,), = 1. Hence Ma = AT® =

{0}. Furthermore, by Proposition 1.5, the rank of A(F) is zero.

Example III. Letp,,... ,p„ be distinct primes in k[t]. Let A be the curve

y2 + p, .. ,p„xy = x3 + (px.. .p„)5 with discriminant A = (p, .. .p„)xx.

Then Mßw has order 2" and is generated by the cosets ofp,,... ,p„.

Proof. The bad primes arep,,... ,p„ and 5 = t~l. By Proposition 2.2 and

the remark after it we find that [(F*/F^2): M|] =1 for v =p„ ... ,p„.
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Hence for v =/?,,...,/?„ we have

(19) AC = {0}   and   M°ß = Ff/Ff2.

By the algorithm [6], A has multiplicative reduction at s. Hence (19) also

applies for v = s by Proposition 2.5. Since the elements of Mßm can be

represented by units outside S according to Proposition 2.4, it is clear that

Mj!) is generated by the cosets of /?,,...,/?„ in F*/F*2. Furthermore,

A/a(1) = {0} by Lemma 3.6(a), together with Proposition 2.4 and (19).

Example IV. Let A be the curve

y2 + xy = x3 + t(l + t2 + t5)(l + t4+ t7)

with discriminant A = t(l + t2 + t5)(l + t4 + t1). Then a second descent

using the bilinear form Uß is needed to determine Mß.

Proof. At the primes v = t, 1 + t2 + t5,l + tA + ? the curve A has

multiplicative reduction by [6], so that for these v, M° = {0} and Mß =

Ff /Ff2 by Proposition 2.5. Running through the algorithm [6] at the prime

s = t~x and using Proposition 2.2 and the remark after it, we find that

(20) [M¿:(Us)6Ff2/Ff2]=S.

We must now hunt for the remaining elements of Mß. The coset of sxsa6 =

s5(l + s3 + s5)(l + s3 + s7) lies in Mß globally as the image of the point of

order 2 on B. Correcting this representative by an element of (Us)6, we find

that s is in Mß. It can be checked that there is a point Ps in B(FS) with

x-coordinate

(21) x(Ps) = s*(l + s3 + s7)(l + s*).

Hence ß(Ps) = coset{l + s3 + s7) is in Mß and from si8a6 we also get

coset{l + s3 + s5} in Mß. The elements s, I + s3 + s5,l + s3 + s7 together

with (Us)6Ff2 generate [l,s)(Us)2Ff2. Hence by (20)

M*ß = {l,s}(Us)2Ff2/Ff2.

By duality M¿ = ({0,5"'} + $(FS))/$(FS). One checks that s~x = t is in

$(FV) for the other bad primes. Hence coset{/} is the only nontrivial element

to survive everywhere locally in Ml and

M<°= ({0,t} + $(F))/$(F).

Furthermore, Mß(X) is generated by the cosets of the bad primes t, 1 + t2 +

t5,l + t*+ t7 in F*/F*2.

To compute Uß(t(\ + t4 + t7),t) we observe that the only nontrivial

Artin-Schreier symbols can occur at the primes which divide A, and at

s = t~l. Hence

UB(t(l + t4 + t7),t) =[aB(Ps),t)+ 2 [«,(/■„ ),/)„•
t)|A
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Now the curve B has multiplicative reduction with rational tangents at the

three primes which divide A. Hence aB(B(Fv)) = {0} at these primes by the

analog of Proposition 2.5 applied to the curve B instead of the curve A. It

follows that Uß(t(l + tA + f),t) = [aB(Ps),t)s with Ps chosen as in (21). Now

aB(Ps) = coset{j-5 + 1} and [s-5 + l,s)s = 1.

Using the fact that Uß is alternating and that Uß(a6, anything) = 0 because

a6 occurs globally in Mß we obtain the following table of values:

t

1 + t2 + t5

l + t4+f

0

1

1

1 + t2 + t5

1

0

1

1 +t4 + f

1

1

0

Hence the only nontrivial coset of Mß{2) is represented by

a6 = t(l + t2 + t5)(l + t4+f)

and we have Mß = M^2) - {l,a6)F*2/F*2.

As far as the rank of A(F) is concerned, we note that the inequality

[Ma] < [A/a(1)] = 2 leads to the bound r < 1 by Proposition 1.5. Since it is

conjectured that the actual rank differs from this bound by an even number,

we suspect that r = 1. It would be interesting to find a point of infinite order

onA(F).
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